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We discuss a new variant of the mixed finite-element method for a second-order elliptic problem. By using an 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we describe a modification of the mixed finite-element method for a 
second-order elliptic equation. The modified method is based on standard mixed finite 
elements with lowest-order Raviart-Thomas elements on rectangles [7]. To give a short 
description of our method, we recall that a mixed finite-element formulation of 
-div a grad u +cu =f, on 0, uIan=g, 
can be written as 
- (div Th, uh) = -(g, Th . na,), vTh E ‘h, 
Cd iv ah2 &) + @+ th) = (f? th)y vt, E w,, 
where uh is a discrete approximation of u and uh is a discrete approximation of -a grad u. In 
this paper, we show that if we use a special quadrature rule for the inner product (uh, ~~/a) 
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and if the coefficient a is piecewise constant, then the difference between a suitable projection 
of the continuous solution and the discrete approximation is of order 0(h3). We give numerical 
evidence that confirms the theoretical result for smooth (T. In Section 2, we formulate the 
boundary value problem to which we apply the modified mixed finite-element method. Section 
3 describes our mixed finite-element discretisation and the quadrature rule for the inner 
product. There we also give a motivation for the use of the special quadrature rule. We give 
two other choices for the quadrature rule in Section 4. One choice results in the usual scheme 
for lowest-order Raviart-Thomas elements, the other choice corresponds to the use of the 
trapezoidal rule. We derive an error estimate for the modified version in Section 5. In Section 
6, we use a one-dimensional example to illustrate the importance of the ratio ch’/a for the 
usual scheme and our modified scheme. For these methods, the value of this ratio determines 
whether or not uh satisfies a local maximum principle (cf. [6]). For the scheme based on the 
trapezoidal rule, uh satisfies a local maximum principle for all c 2 0. In Section 7, we show 
numerical results. Section 8 gives an a posteriori error estimator for the method based on the 
trapezoidal rule. In the last section,‘we summarise our results. 
2. The equation 
We consider a second-order elliptic equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions: 
-div a grad u +cu =f, on 0, (la> 
u =g, on aR, (lb) 
on a rectangle R =]O, L,[ ~10, L2[. We introduce a special notation for -a grad u: 
a:= -a grad u. w 
We assume that there is a finite set of rectangles, the union of which covers 0, such that a, c 
are constant on each separate rectangle. We assume that a > 0 and c > 0. We also assume that 
a, c, f and g are such that (1) has a unique solution u E C(n), with (T sufficiently smooth for 
our purposes. 
3. The discretisation 
In this section, we give a description of our discretisation. We divide 0 into rectangular 
subdomains Ri+1,2,j+1,2, we introduce some notation and we define our test function spaces 
V, and W,. We then introduce two projections Ph and rr,. Such projections were suggested in 
[3] and are used in [2,7]. Next, we give the discretisation and discuss the special quadrature 
rule. 
3.1. The partitioning of the domain 
We restrict ourselves to subdivisions. of the rectangle 0 that can be generated by the 
Cartesian product of subdivisions of its sides. Let 
D, = (0 =X1,0 <x1,1 < . . . <qJr, = L,} 
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and 
D, = {o = xz,0 < xz,1 < . . . <X2,& = L2} 
be partitions such that a and c are constant on the interior of each separate rectangle of the 
subdivision D, x D, of 0. We set 
‘*&+I/, ‘xl,i+l -xl,iT (24 
h2,j+l/2 “2,j+l -x2,j P4 
and 
3.2. The approximation spaces 
We define our approximation spaces for (T and U, by giving a basis for each space. We then 
introduce two projections onto the discrete spaces. 
For each cell L!i+,,2,j+l,2, we use the characteristic function x~+~,~,~+~,~, 
Xi+l/2,j+1/2=Sikajjl, On ~k+1/2,~+1/2~ (5) 
as an element in the set of basis functions for W,. For V,, we introduce the basis functions 
r)i,j+1/2 and rli+1/2,jy where li,j+ l/2 is linear in x1 and constant in x2 on each cell with 
rli,j+l/2 = ‘ik6jlel~ On rlc,1+l/2, 
for i, k = 0, 1,. . . , IV,, j, I = 0, 1,. . . , N2 - 1 and qi+l,2,j is linear in x2 and constant in 
each cell with 
(6) 
x1 on 
(7) 
for i, k = 0, 1,. . . , Nl - 1, j, 1= 0, 1,. . . , IV,. Here e, and e2 are unit vectors in the x1- and 
x,-direction, respectively. 
With these basis functions, we construct V, and W,: 
V,,=Span({9i,j+l,2/i=0, l,..., N,,j=O, l,..., N2-1} 
U{??i+1/2,jli=O, 1~*~~~~~-1~ j=O, l,*-*~N,}), (8) 
JVh=Span({*i+l,2,j+1,21i=0, l,..., N,-l,j=O, l,..., N2-l}). (9) 
The product space V, X W, is the space of lowest-order Raviart-Thomas elements. To prepare 
for the definition of the two projections onto the discrete spaces, we introduce averages over 
cells and cell boundaries for f E C(B): 
P[ni+l/2J+l/21(f) = r,,,,,,:i j+1,2) /, fdp., 
r+l/Z,j+l/Z 
(10) 
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w>;+df) = /qJy 1, )lc,+,,*f dh7 r,/+12 , (11) 
(12) 
In the above definitions, A is the Lebesgue measure on [w and p is the Lebesgue measure on 
R2. We define, for all u E L2(fl>, 
ph” =p[ni+1/2,j+*/2](u)~ On 'i+l,2,j+l,2~ vi~ L (13) 
and, for all (T E H1(O>2, 
(fl/za)i =p[C,j+1/2](u1)~ On C,j+1/2, (144 
(17,a)2=P[T,+,/2,j](~2)l On rj:+l/Z,jy viy j' w4 
The spaces V, and IV, and the projection nh were introduced by Raviart and Thomas [3,7]. 
The projections have the following special properties. 
Lemma 1. 
vu EL2(cq, t, E w,, (k th) = (f+, tJ, (154 
Vu-EH’(q2, t, E iv,, (div (T, th) = (div 17,u, th). (13 
Proof. Equation (15a) follows immediately from the definition of Ph. Green’s formula 
/ 
div u dp = / u * nact 
R r+1/2,j+1/2 afit 
1+1,2.,+1,2 dh 
r+1/2,,+1/2 
proves (15b). q 
3.3. The discretisation scheme 
We first give the discretisation without specifying the quadrature rule. The choice of a 
quadrature rule is discussed in Section 3.4. 
We introduce the space 
I/= H(div, 0) := ( ~~L~(O)~]div TELL), (16) 
with inner product 
(a, T)~= (0, ~)~z(~)z + (div (+, div T)~z(o). (17) 
This space is discussed in [S]. We also introduce 
w= P(R). (IS) 
Note, that nk is only defined on H’(fi)2 cH(div, 0). In this paper, when we apply rr, to (+ 
defined in (lc), the assumption that u lies in H’(O)2 is included in the condition “a is smooth 
enough”. 
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We can now write problem (1) in the form 
(a, U) E V/x w, 
a((~, T) - (div 7, U) = -(g, 7-n,,), VTE I/, 
(divo, t)+(cu, t)=(f, t), VIEW, 
where 
a(u, T) := u, a ) ( 1 vu, 7 E v. 
(194 
(1W 
(20) 
For our discrete problem, we take 
(% Uh) E v, x w,, 
CY&+, Th) - (div TV, +) = -(g, rh*naR), VQ E V,, 
(d iva,, t,)+(cu,, t,)=(f, th), vt,EWh, 
where ah is a bilinear form on V x V, that approximates (Y and that satisfies 
a&, T/J =a#&, g, r/J. 
(2la) 
(2lb) 
(22) 
3.4. The definition of ah 
The bilinear form (Ye describes the quadrature rule used to evaluate cr. The idea behind the 
introduction of a special quadrature rule is the following. If we combine (191, (21) and (22) with 
the results of Lemma 1, we find 
a,(n,ff -a*, Th) - (div Th, Phu -uh) =(Yh(nh(T, ?-h) -a(@, ?-h), (23a) 
(div(Uh,a--ah), th) + (cth7 Phu -uh) =o. (23b) 
We see that the only term on the right-hand side of this equation is 
(yh(Jlh(T, 7h) - +P Th). (24) 
If the discrete problem is uniquely solvable, then it is invertible. In that case this term is a 
measure for the difference between (Il,a, Phu) and (ah, uh). We now seek to minimise (24). 
To do this, we construct a special quadrature rule for the evaluation of (Y((T, 7J by defining 
this rule for (Y((T, ~~1 and (Y((T, ~~1, for each qr, q2 given by (6) and (7). We first introduce the 
obvious notations 
Our two-dimensional integration rule corresponds to the use of a one-dimensional three-point 
rule in one direction and exact integration in the other. To simplify the definition of the 
quadrature rule, we introduce the following functions: 
A@, A, L, R) = k + 
hhL QR 
12(h+i) - 12h(h+$’ PW 
B(h, i;, L, R) = 
i7(6 + 4h)R 
12h + 
h(h + 4h)L 
126 ’ 
(23 
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C(h, i, L, R) =A(&, h, R, L), (W 
h&L i3R 
D(h, ii, L, R) = &hL + 
12(h +i;) - 12h(h +i)’ 
(254 
h2R 2hL h2L 
E(h, h, L, R) = &hR + 12h + 12 + - 
12j;. ’
(254 
F(h, i, L, R) = D(ii, h, R, L), (250 
where (25a)-(25c) are used in rules for basis functions with their maximum in the interior of LI 
and (25d)-(25f) are used in rules for basis functions with their maximum on the boundary of 0. 
Now, we define c_-x~ for all basis functions. We start by defining its action for the er-compo- 
nent of u. We have to distinguish between basis functions with their maximum on the left 
boundary of 0 (26a), in the interior (26b), or on the right boundary of 0 (26~): 
ah(u 7 rlO,j+ l/2 > 
i 
1 
h2,j+l/2 
:=D hl,l,m h,,,.,,,~ 
a1/2,j+ l/2 
) O ‘Tl,0,j+1/2 
I 
i 
1 
+E h1,1,2, h1,1+1,27 
al/2,j+1/2 
y O Ol,l,j+1/2 
I 
1 
+F h1,1,2, h1,1+1,2, 
i 
70 
al/2,j+l/2 i 
ul,2,j+1/2T 
ah((T’ rli,j+1/2) :=A 
h2,j+ l/2 
1 1 
h 
l,r+1/29 
ai- 1/2,j+ l/2 ’ ai+l/2,j+l/2 
al,i-l,j+l/2 
cw 
1 1 
h,,i-,/,, hl,i+1/2, 
ai- l/Z,j+ l/2 ’ ai+1/2,j+1/2 
al,i,j+1/2 
1 1 
hl,i-r/2, hl,i+l/2, 
ai-1/2,j+1/2 ’ ai+i/2,j+i/2 
(Tl,i+l,j+l/2T 
Gw 
ath qN,,j+l/2 := D h 1 
i 
1 
_ _ 
h2,j+1/2 
l,N, 1 l/2’ hl,N,-1,2, ‘, 
aN,- l/Z,j+ l/2 
u1,N,-2,j+1/2 
+E h 
i 
l,N,-l-l/2’ hLN,-l/2p ‘, aN _l;2 j+1,2 
i 
u1,N,-l,j+1/2 
1 , 
1 
for i = 1, 2,. . . , Nl - 1, j = 0, 1,. . . , N2 - 1. 
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Next, we define the rule for basis elements for the e,-component. Again, we have to 
distinguish between basis functions with their maximum on the boundary of 0 (26d), (26f), and 
basis functions with their maximum in the interior (26e): 
ah(u, rli+1/2,0) 1 
h2,1,2, h2,1+1,2, ) O 
hl,i+l/2 ai+ l/2,1/2 i 
a2,i+l/2,0 
1 
h,,,,,, h2,1+1,27 7 O 
‘i+1/2,1/2 
02,i+1/2,1 
1 
h,,,,z, &,1+1/z, 70 
ai+1/2,1/2 
u2,i + l/2,2 ’ (264 
ah((T7 rli+1/2,j > 
i 
1 1 
hl,i+l/2 
:=A h2,j-r/2, h2,j+r/2, 
‘i+l/2,j-l/2 ’ ‘i+l/2,j+1/2 ] 
@2,i+l/2,j-1 
i 
1 1 
+B h2,j-i/2, h2,j+i/2, 
ai+l/2,j-1/2 ’ ai+1/2,j+ l/2 i 
(T2,i+ l/Z,j 
1 1 
h2,j-r/2, h2,j+r/2, 
ai+l/2,j-1/2 ’ ai+l/2,j+1/2 
u2,i+ 1/2,j+ 1) 
We) 
i 
1 
:=D h 
2,Nz-l-1/2’ h2,N,-1,27 ‘7 
ai+l/2,Nz-1/2 
u2,i+1/2,N,-2 
i 
1 
+E h 2,Nz-l-1/23 h2,N2-1,27 ‘, 
ai+l/2,N,-1/2 I 
u2,ii1/2,N,-1 
1 
23-1-l/29 h 2,Nz- l/2 7 0, 
ai+ 1/2,N,- l/2 
u2,i+ 1/2,N,T (26f) 
for i = 0, 1,. . . , Nl - 1, j = 1, 2,. . . , N2 - 1. 
In Section 5.1, we show that for the above choice of coefficients, (24) is O(h3). The use of a 
three-point integration rule means that we cannot obtain a higher order than this for (24) 
unless the mesh is uniform and the coefficients are constant on LZ, in which case we gain a 
factor of h due to symmetry. 
4. Other quadrature rules 
If we take different coefficients in our quadrature rule cyh, we find other variations on the 
mixed finite-element method for lowest-order Raviart-Thomas elements. 
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4.1. Exact evaluation of the form (Y on test and trial functions 
If we assume piecewise constant coefficients and we use exact integration for the product of 
test and trial functions, we obtain 
A(h, i7, L, R) = $hL, (2% 
B(h, A, L, R) = +hL + +t%R, ( 27b) 
C(h, &, L, R) =A@, h, R, L), ( w 
D(h, 6, L, R) = fhL, W) 
E(h, h, L, R) = +hL + $R, We) 
F(h, iI, L, R) =D(i;, h, R, L); (23 
this choice results in the usual mixed finite-element scheme for this choice of test and trial 
function spaces. 
4.2. Use of the trapezoidal rule 
The use of the trapezoidal rule corresponds to the choice 
A(h, i;, L, R) = 0, Pa) 
B(h,j;, L, R)=;hL+$R, (2W 
C(h, il, L, R) =A@, h, R, L), PC) 
D(h, 6, L, R) = $hL, (2W 
E(h, 6, L, R) = 0, We) 
F(h, &, L, R) =D(i;, h, R, L). (28f) 
For this scheme, elimination of a,, by static condensation is trivial. For c >, 0, the resulting 
matrix is an M-matrix. This implies that uh satisfies a local maximum principle for c > 0. If 
a = 1 and c = 0, then the matrix after static condensation corresponds to the classical five-point 
finite-difference stencil for the Laplace operator. 
5. An error estimate 
We derive estimates for II 17,~ - ah II Lo and II Phu - u,, II L*(n) under the conditions 
(Cl) c > 0 on 0, 
(C2) u is smooth enough, 
(C3) A,& T/J< c&,, ~~1 <Aic~~, ~~1, 
where A, and A, are positive real numbers, independent of the mesh. To derive error 
estimates, we need an estimate of the quadrature error, given in Section 5.1, and a special norm 
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on V,, given in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 contains the proof of the error estimate. In Section 5.4, 
we show that condition (C3) is satisfied for a special case. 
5.1. Error estimates for integration formulas 
We derive an error estimate for our special two-dimensional quadrature rule. This rule is 
based on the interpretation of the values of rrha on the edges of cells as averages over those 
edges. Combined with a piecewise constant a and essentially one-dimensional weight functions, 
this allows a simple extension of one-dimensional integration rules to two dimensions. 
To prove this, we combine a special case of [l, Theorem 21 with Fubini’s theorem [5,9] and a 
Sobolev embedding theorem [4]. In Lemma 5 we combine these results to give an error 
estimate. In Lemmas 6 and 7 we show that the coefficients given in Section 3.4 satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma 5. In Lemmas 2-4 we formulate the theorems used. 
Lemma 2. Let 0 be an interval of length p < 03 and let 1 <p < ~0. If F is a linear functional on 
the Sobolev space H,k(n>, which satisfies 
(9 3C>O, IF(u)1 ~Cllull~,k,o, ‘ju~Hpk(a), 
(ii) F(v) = 0, Vu E (1, x ,..., &l}, 
with H,k(n> and II u II i,k,o as in [l], then 
ge > 0, I F(u) I < 6pk-1”p 
Proof. This is a special case of [l, Theorem 21. 0 
Lemma 3. Let a,, a2 be bounded intervals in R. For x E a,, let f [x] be the function on a2 
given by f [xl(y) = f(x, y>, tfy E oz. If f is integrable on 0, x &,, then f [x] is integrable on 0, 
for almost all x E a,, F(x) := jo, f [x] dh is integrable on 0, and 
/ 
f dp = /,,” dh. 
f4 xfi2 
Proof. This is a special case of the theorem of Fubini [5,9]. q 
We use the Sobolev embedding theorem to give a relation between the maximum norm and 
the norms on H;(n) and H:(0) if 0 is a bounded interval. 
Lemma 4. If 0 is a bounded interval in R, then there are C, c’ > 0, such that 
Il~ll~~~~~~~ll~ll~,~,~, Vu-#), II u II ~-~n,~~llull~,~,nr vu=f(fl). 
Proof. Sobolev embedding theorem, see, e.g., [4, Theorem 1.31. q 
The next lemma gives an error estimate for our special two-dimensional quadrature rule. To 
obtain this estimate, we use that our weight functions (i.e., the basis functions 11) are essentially 
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one-dimensional. We also use that the values for o, can be interpreted as averages over cell 
edges and that we can define these averages for u, if (T is smooth enough. 
Lemma 5. Let a,, fi2 and f13 be bounded intervals in R, with fl, co, and p = A(&), the 
length of &,. Furthermore, let x1, x2,. . . , x2k+l E i&, let W E L’TR,), WI, W2,. . . ,WZk+l E R, 
and let n >/ 0. Set 
2k+l 
G(u) := j-- WU dh - C WjU(Xj), VU EHl”+‘(n). 
1 j=l 
If 
G(u) = 0, Vu E (1, x ,..., xn}, 
f E C(n,xn,>, f[y] •H;+l(fi~), Vy E&, where we have f[yl(x> := f(x, y>, Vx E fi2, and 
afl+lf/axn+ l E L’(& x O,), then 
/n, (f) 
G 
an+lf 
dp <Cpn+’ - 
/I II dX iI+ l m,xf2,j 
Proof. For G, Lemma 4 implies the existence of a C > 0, such that 
G(u) 
P 
< c’ II 2.4 II 1,2&Y vu E fc(fln,)* 
Fubini implies 
2k+l 
We combine this and find that there exists a C > 0, such that 
This follows immediately from Lemma 2. q 
In the above lemma, G corresponds to the error for a one-dimensional integration rule. 
Next, we relate the condition on G to the coefficients from (25a)-(25f). 
Lemma 6. If f E C3([ -h, h]), A, 23 and C are given by (25a)-(2%) and 
G(f):=L/:hf(x)p dx+Rtf(x)y dx 
-(A@, k L, R)f(-h) +B(h, if, L, R)f(O) + C(h, h, L, R)f(@), 
(29) 
then 
G(p) -0, VP E (1, x, x2}. 
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Proof. This can be proved by direct substitution of the appropriate functions in G(p). •I 
Lemma 7. If f E C3([ -h, h]), D, E and F are defined by (25d)-(25f) and 
G(f) :=Li_“,f(x,f dx +Rtf(x)i dx 
-(D(h, k L, R)f(-h) +E(h, A, L, R)f(O) +F(h, k L, R)f@)), 
(30) 
then 
G(p) = 0, VP E (1, x, x2}. 
Proof. This is proved as in the previous lemma. 0 
Lemmas 5 and 6 show that we can find a quadrature rule for a,( *, * ) that is 0(h3>. If i = h 
and L = R, then we gain an additional order h. 
Lemma 8. If f E C4([--h, hl), 
G(f) := /_“hf(x)ff$ dx + ihf(x)y dx 
-(dhf(-h) + i%f(O) + i+f(h)), 
G(p) = 0, Vp E {l, x, x2, x3]. 
then 
(31) 
Proof. Again, this can be proved by calculating G(p) for the appropriate functions. 0 
5.2. A special norm on V, 
The space V, is a finite-dimensional vector space. Its natural norm is the Euclidean vector 
norm. For later use, we introduce II - 11 vh, a weighted version of the Euclidean vector norm on 
V,, and we prove that this norm is equivalent with the L2(R)-norm. 
If a, E V, and 
Nl N2-I N,--I N, 
then we define II . 1) vh as 
(32) 
N,-1 N,-1 
II Oh llth = C 
i=O 
jFo ~cL(~i+l/2,j+1/2)(S:i,j+l/2 + SF,i+l,j+1/2 + SZ,i+l/2,j + S:,i+l/z,j+l)* 
(33) 
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Lemma 9. For the uh as given in (321, 
and 
P(ai+l/2,j+l/2 ) 11 u,, II&(fii+1,2,,+1,2)2 G 2 1 Oh l%,,* 
Proof. For both norms, we have 
II ah II ’ = II (uh ’ el)el II 2 + II (uh ’ e2>e2 II 2y 
so it suffices to prove the inequalities for a single component of @h. Furthermore, we know that 
N,-1 N,-1 
II (a/, ’ el)el I&?) = c c 11 bh * eI>eI ll&fh+1/2,,+1/2~~ 
j=o j=O 
We compare terms for corresponding cells: 
= 
/ l I sl,i,j+ l/2 1 f4+1,2,;+1,2 
The contribution of 
11 kh * e&1 II ‘v, 
for this cell is 
$cL(~i+l/2,j+l/Z)(‘:,i,j+l/2 
The inequalities in (34a) now follow 
Xl -x1,i 1 x1 -‘l,i - hl,i+l,2 +s1,i+13j+1/2 hl,j+1,2 
+sf,i+l,j+1/2)* 
from 
I( ’ a,$ + b[l - ,$I)” d,$ = +(a” + b2) + ;ab 0 
and 
+(a” + b2) < $(a’ +b2) + +ab < ;(a’ + b2). 
Inequality (34b) is trivial. 0 
5.3. The error estimate for the modified method 
In Theorem 10, we give an estimate for II nhu - ah II L*(O) and in Theorem 11, we give an 
estimate for II Phu - uh (I L2(fl). 
Theorem 10. We define 
hl = ma hl,i+1/27 
i 
h2 = ma h2,j+1/2* 
j 
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If we assume that conditions (Cl)-(C3) hold, then 
11 nha - a,, I&) + 11 @P,a - ah) I&&,) 
< K(h, + h,)3 max 
and 
x ( 11 n/,0 - Oh 11 I* + (h, + hJ 11 (nhu - Uh) ’ nap 11 ~$in)) (354 
(33 
Proof. Condition (C3) implies that 
A,( &(T - a,, 17,(T - qhh) < ah( &a - a,, IT,@ - ah). 
If we set 7 = ~~ and t = t, in (19) and combine the resulting formulas with (211, we get 
(Yh( nh(T - ah) Th) - (div r/, ) u - uh) = a,(nh@,TI,) - (Y((7, Th), khh E fib, (364 
(diV(@ - ah), th) + (+ - uh), th) = 0, tit, E w,. (3W 
If we take into account (22) and the properties of Ph and nh from Lemma 1, then we find 
If we set 
ah(fl#-ah, Th)-(div rh, Phu--h)=ah((TY 7h)--(y((TY 7h)Y vrhEfh;t, (374 
(div(nha-ch)), th) + (c(Phu-uh), th)=07 vthE wh. (3W 
7h = Ilha - a,, t, = Phu - uh, then we find 
(Yh(&fl-a,, flh@ - ah) + (c(phu - uh), p/,” -Uh) 
= (Y((T, 17,@ -ah) - (Yh((T, 17,@ - ah), 
by adding (37b) to (37a). 
We introduce 
K,=((i,j-+)li=l,..., N,,j=l,..., N2}, (3Sa) 
K,={(i-i,j)/i=l,..., N,,j=l,..., N,}, (3Sb) 
K,={(i,j-$)li=O ,..., N,--1, j=l,..., N,}, (3Sc) 
K,={(i-+, j)li=l,..., IV,, j=O ,..., N.-l}. (38d) 
The measure of the support of qk is denoted by ~(Supp(q~)). We denote the length of the 
support in the e,-direction by A,(Supp(q,)). If A and B are sets, we use 
A AB=(f?-/i)u(~6B) 
(the symmetric set difference). 
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If we combine Lemma 5 with Lemma 6, Lemma 7 and (C3), we find 
<C c IP[rk]((17ha-%).e,)I 
ke(K,nK&J(K, A KE) 
+C c I~[LJ((Kr%)*e2)I 
~E~K~~K,~J(K, A KS) 
x~(suPP(ll,,))~2(suPP(~m))3 
/I /I 
$ L”(o)‘ 
From this formula we can derive (35a) and (35b). We start by deriving (35a): 
c /-+“PP(?k))p[rkl ((=hc - %> mel> 
k=K,nK, 
Here, we used the equivalence proved in Lemma 9. Next we derive (35b): 
(Y((T, I&a-a/J -(Y&, flh(T - Q> 
c /-@upp(~,))p[ ‘/cl ((ITha - %) ‘el) 
kEK,nK, 
l/2 
/+uPP(rl,))~[Gc1((17,~ - %) .eJ2 
k=(K, A K,) 
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l/2 
c ~(SUPP(%J)wml (<phi - %> -2)” 
mE(K, A KS) 
Again, we used the equivalence proved in Lemma 9. Cl 
For cells in areas of constant a and uniform mesh-size, the proof of Lemma 8 implies that 
their contribution to the global error is of order h4. If the areas of constant a and uniform 
mesh-size are large enough, we treat the cells adjacent to the boundaries of such areas in the 
same way as the cells adjacent to the boundaries of 0, this results in an 0(h712> error. If, 
furthermore, 
Il(flh~-~h) ‘nafl II P(aAuan) G II nhfl-@h II L2(0), 
where &4 is the union of edges between areas of constant a and uniform mesh-size, then 
formula (35a) gives us an O(h4> error estimate. These effects are seen in our numerical results. 
Next, we express 11 Phu - uh II Lz(fi) in terms of 11 Hha - a, 11 L*(~). 
Theorem 11. Take h, and h, as in Theorem 10. Under the conditions (Cl)-(C3), we have 
II ph” - u/, 11 L’(n) 
Proof. To obtain this estimate, we examine Phu - uh for each subdomain separately. We use 
the following relation which can be obtained from (19) and (21): 
(Y((T, rh) -“h(uh, rh) - (div rh, Phu -uh) = 0, \drh E v,. 
This implies 
(A) (div rh, Phu - uh) = ah( u, rh) - a((+, rh) + a,(u, - &% rh), vrh E &. 
We concentrate for the moment on the subdomain flj+,,2,j+,,2. We define a special TV: 
(0, 
0, 
on R k+l/Z,l+l/Z, if 1 <j or 1 >j, 
on R k+l/Z,j+l/ZT if k<i, 
7 h,l = ’ 1, on R k+l/Z,j+l/Zy if k>i, 
Xl -x1,i 
hl,i+l/2 ’ 
on Oi,jT 
rh,2= 0, on 0. 
(404 
PW 
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Substituting this for rh, we find 
‘2,j 11 ‘h” - ‘h 11 L”(fl:+~p.,+~p) 
N,-1 
+ C P(ok+1/2,j+l/2) 11 n/tfl- uh 11 ~~~n,+L,2,,+1p) * 
k=O i 
The first two terms in this expression correspond with the quadrature error in (A) in the 
interior and on the edge, respectively; the third term corresponds with the remaining term in 
(A>. So, 
11 p,,u -u/, II ~“(~,+1,2,,+1/2) 
where we used that Phu - uh is constant on L2i+,,2,j+,,2, Cauchy-Schwarz and (35b). We 
multiply both sides of this equation by the square root of the area of the cell: 
P(‘i+l/2,j+l/2 )1’2 11 ‘h” - uh 11 L”(fl,+1,2,,+,,d 
= 11 ‘h” - ‘h 11 ~*(~,+,,~,,+~,d 
+ $ Nglp(n k+lp,,j+1/2) 1 nhO - c/x 11 ~~~nk+1,2,,+1,z) 
2.1 k-0 
If we square the left- and right-hand sides and then sum over i and j, we find 
II p# - uh II&o) 
Again, if the conditions following the proof of Theorem 10 hold, then we gain an additional 
order of h, because in that case 1) nhfl- ah II ~2~0) is 0(h4) and we can replace the term 
h: II a3u,/ax: II .~.~(a), which represents the quadrature error, by hy (I ~4u,/&x~ II L,=~LR). 
If, in the above proofs, we replace the explicit expression for the local quadrature error by a 
more general form, we see that the order of the error is equal to the order of the quadrature 
rule used. 
5.4. A proof of condition (C3) on a uniform mesh with constant a 
We show that, on a uniform mesh, ah satisfies condition (C3) if a is constant. Without loss of 
generality we take a = 1. 
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Lemma 12. Assume a = 1. If the mesh is uniform, then 
Proof. If we write ah as a linear combination of basis functions q: 
a, = c ~l,m%?l+ c S2,mr)m 7 
rn~K,vK, rn~K,uK, 
then we find 
“h@h, %> =ah 
i 
c ‘l,k?k) c Sl,l?l% 
k=K,uK, m EK,vK, 1 
+a, c 
i 
‘2,kqk 7 c S2,ml)m 7 
kEK,uK, rn~K,uK~ i 
(41) 
where K, etc. are defined in (38). For the term in (41) corresponding to the e,-component, we 
find 
ah 
i 
c ‘l,kqk 7 c Sl,mr)m 
kEK,uK, rn~K,uK, 1 
=M2 c Sl,m(iGl,m-(LO) + %,m + i+l,m+(l,O)) 
meKwnK, 
+v2 c ‘l,m ikSl,m + ZiSl,m+(l,O) - ~Sl.m+(2,0)) ( 
mEK W-K, 
+ hlh2 C ‘l,m ( -$‘I m-(20) + %‘I m-(1 0) + GiSl,m)~ > 1 > , 
meK,-K, 
where m - (1, 0) = (i - 1, j - i) if m = (i, j - :), etc. 
Next, we interpret the coefficients ~i,~ with m E K, UK, as a vector s in R@‘1+1)N2. We
introduce the notation fl,m 
We define the matrix A by 
for the unit vector along the coordinate axis corresponding to ~i,~. 
f~kAfl,m = "h(r),,, 3 ql,m>* 
We can write this as follows: 
sTAs = is’< A + AT)s. 
According to the fundamental theorem on symmetric matrices, this implies that all eigenvalues 
of A + AT are real and that 
A +AT= OTDO, 
where 0 is an orthogonal matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with as diagonal elements the 
eigenvalues of A. Gershgorin’s theorem implies that all eigenvalues are larger than 
$hlh2(g - $ - &) = &h,h, 
and smaller than 
h,h,(g + & + A) = h,h,. 
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The same reasoning can be applied to the e,-component of ah. We find 
CT+,, u/J = iST(A +AT)s = ;sTOTDOs > &II s II;*. 0 
Lemma 13. For a constant coefficient a, the bilinear form CY,, satisfies condition (C3). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 9 and 12. 0 
6. The effect of a nonzero c 
We use a one-dimensional example to illustrate the problems associated with a zero-order 
term mentioned in the Introduction.(cf. [6]). The one-dimensional problem is studied, because 
we can easily obtain the discrete system of equations in U. We see that, for the quadrature rule 
given in Section 4.1, ch2/a > 6 results in the loss of the conditions for the local maximum 
principle for uh. For our new quadrature rule, the corresponding bound for satisfying the local 
maximum principle is ch2/a < 12. As any one-dimensional problem can be trivially extended to 
an example for two dimensions, the same difficulties will appear in two dimensions. 
If we write down our modified discretisation in one dimension on a uniform grid with a = E, 
c = 1, f = 0 and g(0) = 0, g(1) = U, then we find the following system of equations: 
7h 6h h 
-a,+- - 
24~ 24~ u1 - 24~ a2 + u1/2 = 
0, (424Ll 
h 10h h 
-ui__1+ 
126 
-a, + -(T. 
126 12~ r+l - ‘i-1/2 + ‘i+l/2 
= 0, for i = 1, 2,. . . , N - 1, (42a)i 
-ui-1 + ui + hui- 112 =0, for i= 1, 2 ,..., N. 
Elimination of u yields 
,,,,++g) - (l-&$,2=0. 
-(l-~)U~-~,I+2(,+~)Ui+~,*-(l- 
for i=l,2 ,..., N-2, 
(43 
(4341 
h2 
-) 126 
‘i+1+1/2= 0, 
(43a) i 
h 6h 7h 
- -a,_, + %@,+I + -u 
24~ 246 N -‘N-l/2 = 
-u, 
We see that the matrix is always diagonal dominant, but for h2/e > 12 it is not an M-matrix. 
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If we use exact integration for Raviart-Thomas mixed finite elements, then we find 
Pa) 1 
for i=1,2 ,..., N-2, (44a) i 
(444 N
Here we see that there is no qualitative difference in sensitivity to the ratio h2/c between our 
method and the standard method. However, for the trapezoidal rule we find 
2 
3u l/2 1+ & -%+1,2=O7 
i I 
-“i-1/2 u~+~,~-u~+~+~,~=O, for i=l,2 ,..., N-2, 
-UN_~_1,2+3U~-~,2 I+; =2u. 
i I 
Wh 
(45a) i 
In this case, we do get an M-matrix. 
We recall from Section 5 that the accuracy of a method is determined by the accuracy of the 
quadrature rule used in CY~. If u is sufficiently smooth, then we find the following orders for 
the above schemes: O(/Z~/~) for (42) (O(h4> if the error is not concentrated at the edges), O(h2> 
for (45) and for (44). The latter result may seem strange, because this scheme is based on exact 
integration of products of test and trial functions. However, by inspection of the formulas, we 
see that the need to integrate products of continuous piecewise linear functions results in 
coefficients that are not optimal for approximate integration of products of smooth functions 
and continuous, piecewise linear functions. 
In schemes (42) and (441, we find the same equations for boundary cells. The equations for 
boundary cells in (451, however, are different. As (42) is O(h712> accurate, the equations for the 
boundary given by this scheme are more accurate than those given by (45). So, on the same 
mesh, we expect the error in the boundary cells for scheme (45) to be larger than for scheme 
(44), but we expect to find the same order behaviour for both schemes. Our experiments 
confirm this expectation. 
7. Numerical experiments 
This section gives numerical results for problem (1) on a uniform mesh. We take c = 0, R the 
unit square and f, g such that 
u= 
(exp( x - +) - l)(exp( y - +) - 1) 
a 
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x2 
t 
I 
1 1 
I 
I 
a = 10 I = 1000 a 
I 
I 
I 
------- -,-----___ 
I 
I 
I 
a=1 ’ a=100 
I 
I 
I 
0 I 
0 1 
-+ Xl 
Fig. 1. 
is the solution of the continuous problem. First we give results for a = 1 on the unit square, 
then we divide the unit square into four smaller squares and give results for a discontinuous 
coefficient a, a = 1 in the lower left square, a = 10 in the upper left square, a = 100 in the 
lower right square and a = 1000 in the upper right square (Fig. 1). 
For uh, the size of the error is expressed in the L2(R)-norm. For ah, the size of the error is 
expressed as the Euclidean norm in the space of vectors of coefficients of the q basis vectors, 
scaled by the square root of the area of one cell. 
We give in Tables 1 and 2 results for the discretisation from Section 3 and the two 
discretisations from Section 4. We indicate the quadrature rule used in the discretisation by 
roman numbers, I denotes the quadrature given in Section 3.4, II denotes exact quadrature 
(Section 4.1) and discretisation III denotes the trapezoidal rule (Section 4.2). 
Starting at h = $, we see, for case I, convergence of order 4 as predicted in Section 5.2 for a 
uniform mesh and large areas with constant coefficients. The other schemes show second-order 
Table 1 
Errors for the three methods for the constant-coefficient case 
h log, II Pp - Uh II E log, 11 nha - a,, 11 E 
I II III I II III 
1 
2 - 13.03 
1 4 - 16.32 
1 8 - 20.06 
1 iis - 23.95 
1 w - 27.90 
1 zi -31.87 
1 - 128 35.86 
1 3% - 39.86 
- 13.03 
- 14.88 
- 16.81 
- 18.79 
- 20.78 
- 22.78 
- 24.78 
- 26.78 
- 7.22 
-9.13 
- 11.04 
- 12.99 
- 14.97 
- 16.97 
- 18.97 
- 20.97 
-9.18 
- 12.67 
- 16.41 
- 20.25 
- 24.14 
- 28.07 
- 32.01 
- 35.96 
- 7.43 
- 9.25 
- 11.21 
- 13.21 
- 15.21 
- 17.21 
- 19.21 
- 21.21 
-5.13 
- 6.42 
- 8.05 
- 9.83 
- 11.67 
- 13.56 
- 15.47 
- 17.39 
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Table 2 
Errors for the three methods for the discontinuous-coefficient case 
h log, II PhU - Uh II E 
I II 
log, II x&a - 0, II E 
III I II III 
1 
2 - 16.23 
1 4 - 17.89 
1 s -21.75 
1 16 - 25.69 
1 32 - 29.67 
1 64 - 33.67 
1 i% - 37.67 
1 2% -41.67 
- 16.23 
- 16.94 
- 18.72 
- 20.67 
- 22.65 
- 24.65 
- 26.65 
- 28.65 
- 8.23 
- 10.22 
- 12.20 
- 14.18 
- 16.17 
- 18.17 
- 20.17 
- 22.17 
- 9.26 
- 12.53 
- 16.24 
- 20.06 
- 23.94 
- 27.85 
- 31.78 
- 35.72 
- 7.59 
-9.31 
- 11.26 
- 13.25 
- 15.25 
- 17.25 
- 19.25 
-21.25 
- 4.91 
-6.12 
- 7.71 
- 9.47 
- 11.31 
- 13.18 
- 15.08 
- 17.00 
behaviour. We recall that the error analysis in Section 5 shows that the accuracy of a method is 
determined by the accuracy of the quadrature rule CX~ applied to u. Our u is smooth, so we 
indeed expect the following orders for the above schemes: 0(h4> for (I), 0(/z2> for (II), 0(!z2> 
for (III). 
8. An a posteriori error estimate 
We see that there is a difference in order of accuracy between our special method, given in 
Section 3.4, and the method based on the use of the trapezoidal rule, given in Section 4.2. This 
suggests that the special scheme may be used to obtain an a posteriori estimate of the error in 
the solution of the trapezoidal scheme. 
In this section, we shall use the following notation: (Y~,~ is the bilinear form we obtain if we 
use the three-point rule given in Section 3.4 to evaluate CX~, and (Ye I is the bilinear form we 
obtain if we use the trapezoidal rule given in Section 4.2. Furthermore, let (a, U) be the 
solution of problem (191, let (oh, UJ be the solution of the discretisation (21) given in Section 
3.3 with CX,, = (~~,i and let (c%~, iih) be the solution of the same discretisation, with ah = CY~ 3.
The simplest way to obtain an a posteriori error estimate is to solve both schemes. Given the 
solution of both schemes, we can obtain estimates for 
11 &a - o,, 11 H(divJ2) and II ph” - uh II L2@), 
as follows: we insert an extra term in the above expressions and use the triangle inequality to 
find 
II ‘h - uh Ihf(div,fl) - II n/zff - 6h IIH(divJ2) G II n/zu - uh II Wdiv,@ 
G II 6h - uh lIff(divJ2) + II nh” - 6h IIH(div,f2) 
and 
II %I - ‘h llL2(fi) - 11 pJ,” - Gh jL2(n) G II phu - uh II L’(n) 
G II ‘h - uh IILZ(f2) + II ‘h” - %I IIL’(fl)* 
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Next, we assume that (T is sufficiently smooth and we recall that 
II rirhu - uh II H(div,O) + II Phu - uh II L.z(~) = O(hk) 
and 
where k, I = 2 if the mesh is uniform and a is constant and otherwise k = 1 or 2, 1 = 1 or 2 
depending on the mesh and a. This implies that 
II nJ,o - oh II H(div,f2) = (1 + O(h)>11 ah - uh IlH(divJ2) 
and 
11 phu - uh 11 L’(n) = (l + o(h)>11 :h - uh IILZ(12), 
where h is the maximum cell diameter of the mesh. 
9. Conclusions 
For (11, we have increased the accuracy of the mixed finite-element approximation of 
(nh@, Phu) by introducing a particular quadrature rule for (Y(u, rh). This leads to a scheme 
that has the same complexity as standard mixed finite elements for lowest-order Raviart- 
Thomas elements, but that is 0(h3> instead of 0(h2> if u is sufficiently smooth. This behaviour 
is confirmed by numerical experiments. 
In Section 8, we show that this difference in order can be used to give an a posteriori error 
estimator for the less accurate version. 
If we compare the usual method (Section 4.1) with the other two methods, we see that the 
only advantage of the method given in Section 4.1 over the method that uses the trapezoidal 
rule (Section 4.2) is a better treatment of boundary cells (see the discussion in Section 6). The 
only advantage of the method given in Section 4.1 over our modified method is that the method 
from Section 4.1 may give exact results for less smooth solutions, viz. for solutions with u E V,. 
To decide whether to use the method based on the trapezoidal rule or our modified method, 
we must weigh the advantage of a simpler matrix, which reduces to an M-matrix for uh for all 
c 2 0, against the loss of accuracy. The numerical experiments how the loss of accuracy to be 
considerable for smooth (T. So, only if it is known that the combination of a, c and h may lead 
to instability (for instance if ch2/a > l), or if u is not smooth enough, is it more efficient to use 
the method based on the trapezoidal rule. In all other cases our modified method would be the 
better choice. 
The choice between our method and the method discussed in Section 4.1 is simple. Both 
methods are equally sensitive to a zero-order term. Both methods also have the same sparsity 
pattern in their matrices, so they roughly need the same amount of work to solve. As the 
method in Section 4.1 is of lower order than the modified method, the modified method is 
more efficient if we look at accuracy obtained versus complexity. 
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